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Abstract 
An embedding of the relations in the predicate transformers, analogous to that of the integers 
in the rationals, is exploited to provide simple algebraic proofs for the consistency and 
completeness of a calculus of program refinement. The calculus of refinement is derived by 
almost direct translation of the Hoare logic inference rules, and so alternatively the proofs may 
be viewed as demonstrating the soundness and completeness of Hoare logic. The main 
attributes of the embedding used in the proofs are that it supports a weak form of inversion (i.e. 
Galois connection) of relations, and that it supports an operator on predicate transformers that 
behaves like the floor operator on rationals: the operator maps arbitrary predicate transformer 
down in the natural ordering to the nearest embedded relation. A more general use for the 
floor-like operator in extending the relational calculus is suggested by its providing decomposi- 
tion of the weakest prespecification operator. A weak algebraic set theory is used as a founda- 
tion for proving all required properties of the floor-like operator. 
1. Introduction 
The emergence of refinement calculi [16,1,13] is an example of a growing trend in 
computer science towards calculation and away from verification. Earlier formalisms 
for deriving imperative programs [17,11,7] made a sharp distinction between 
descriptions of program behaviour (specijcations), and truly executable programs 
(implementations). The design methods associated with these formalisms approached 
program design in the direction appropriate to calculation (i.e. from specification to 
implementation), but not as a continuous flow. Instead the flow of design was 
decomposed into a series of guess-and-prove steps, each requiring a plausible imple- 
mentation to be suggested by the designer (that implementation perhaps containing 
specified but yet to be implemented parts). The idea that led to refinement calculi was 
to drop the distinction between specification and implementations by building formal- 
isms in which the two have equal status. In such a framework the concept of 
a program satisfying a specification is replaced by that of refinement between expres- 
sions that may be partly specification and partly program; program designs are 
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conducted by applying algebraic laws so as to gradually make the transition from an 
expression that is purely descriptive to one that is purely executable. 
Our original intention in writing this paper was to make explicit the common 
theoretical basis of the various forms of refinement calculus in the literature. In 
particular we intended to show how natural is the step from Hoare logic [S] to 
refinement calculus. The notation and proof style chosen for this presentation is one 
suggested by a recently discovered category-theoretic onstruction, which generates 
the predicate transformers by forming equivalence classes of pairs of relations [4]; 
from the construction arises a system of algebraic laws that allow extremely succinct 
proofs to be given for the soundness and completeness theorems associated with the 
creation of refinement calculi; the choice shelters the subtleties of the theory from the 
complexities that can arise from a direct use of predicate logic. 
During preparation of this paper, a secondary thread of enquiry arose. It became 
apparent that many simplifications could be made within proofs by making use of 
a little known operator on predicate transformers, thought previously to have no 
practical use.’ We call the operator joor for reasons that will be explained below. 
Because of the potential importance of this operator, the focus of our presentation has 
moved away from that originally intended, towards providing a case study in the 
operator’s use. 
There is an analogy with number systems that is useful in motivating the floor 
operator. It has been noticed before that the predicate transformers are a richer space 
than the relations, in that the relations may be embedded in the predicate trans- 
formers (by mapping each relation to the corresponding image function) so that, 
within the richer space, they become invertible in a weak sense [l, 3,4,6] (details of the 
embedding are presented in Section 2). This is exactly the role played by the rationals 
with respect o the integers. 
The floor operator on predicate transformers has been given that name, because it 
behaves very much like the floor operator on rationals, which maps arbitrary 
rationals down to the nearest integer: the floor operator on predicate transformers 
maps arbitrary predicate transformers down to the nearest relation. 
The analogy can be taken further. Although inversion of integers is not possible 
without the richer space of rationals, there is a reasonably well-behaved integer- 
division operator (provided by most computer languages). Within the richer space of 
rationals, integer-division may be re-expressed as multiplication by making use of 
inversion and floor, 
UDZVb =poor(a*b-‘), 
and it is via that decomposition that properties of integer division are most easily 
derived. If we follow this construction in the predicate transformers, we should expect 
to find some form of division operator on the relations, and indeed we do: the 
‘The operator first arose out of work carried out jointly with Carroll Morgan, some time ago. 
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construction yields a decomposition of the weakest prespecification [lo] (this is 
proved in Section 3). Now we see why the predicate transformers might provide for 
simpler proofs: when weakest prespecification was first introduced, it was shown to 
allow several simplifications to Tarski’s relational calculus, but now perhaps we 
should view weakest prespecification as a rather awkward operator like integer 
division, with better behaved alternatives lying in the richer space of predicate 
transformers. The main advantage of decomposing weakest prespecification seems to 
come from the greater mobility it allows the two relations to which the operator is 
applied. This last argument concerning mobility of symbols is rather unscientific, and 
we have no proof that such advantage is actually afforded, but we hope that the uses of 
floor in this paper are seen as convincing evidence. 
2. Relations and predicate transformers 
Below we introduce a number of equations that relate basic constants and opera- 
tions of the relations and predicate transformers, and take these as axioms from which 
to derive all other required properties. Our reason for doing this is that the approach 
provides a particularly clean construction of the floor operator (introduced in the next 
section). These equations originate from a category-theoretic construction of the 
predicate transformers. As is common in theoretical papers, we will not work directly 
with predicates, but rather with the sets of values that satisfy them, so that the objects 
we refer to as predicate transformers will in fact be total, monotonic, set-to-set func- 
tions. We also make use of the standard set-theoretic modelling of functions as sets of 
pairs (i.e. their graphs): every term of the calculus that we develop denotes a relation., 
but included amongst the relations are the total functions, and included amongst 
those are ones that are set valued and monotonic (i.e. the predicate transformers). 
Since the equations at the bottom of the following page are taken as axioms, there is 
no necessity for the basic constants and operations to be given set-theoretic inter- 
pretations. We will however provide such interpretations, because without them it 
would be imposible for the reader to decide with any certainty either what is being 
assumed or what is being proved, thrughout this paper.2 
Basic constants and operations 
(.X,Y)El 0 x = y 
(X,.Y)EI.I 0 Y = Ix} 
(X,Y)43) - YEX 
(identity) 
(singleton) 
(containment) 
‘We are a little informal concerning types: each constant is defined as though it were a single object. 
whereas it is truly a family of objects indexed by type. Implicit typing is a common convention in functional 
programming languages. 
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(X,Y)E u - y = {u(3ovExAuEu} (union) 
(X,Y)EP 0 y={u(ucx) (power set) 
(X,Y)E(Y) 0 y = {u)3u~(u,U)EYAuEX} (image) 
(x,y)e[r] 0 y = (24) Vv*(u,u)Er a ugx} (coimage) 
(x,y)E(r;r’) 0 3z*(x,z)er A (z,y)Er’ (composition) 
Note that we manage with just a single sequential-composition operator, because 
the usual compositions for relations and predicate transformers coincide when predi- 
cate transformers are modelled by their graphs. A distinction does have to be made, 
between relations and predicate transformers, when defining the orders on the two 
spaces: for relations the subrelation order (written c ) is used, whereas for predicate 
transformers we use the pointwise-extended subset ordering. That is, for predicate 
transformers P and Q 
Within their respective domains, both E and c are partial orders with respect to 
which sequential composition is monotonic. 
The predicate transformers and relations have to be distinguished also in the 
axioms, because some of the equations hold only for predicate transformers. This 
problem is dealt with by following a case convention: upper-case variables range over 
predicate transformers only, whereas lower-case variables range over all relations, 
including those that happen to be predicate transformers. Note that P, u, (r), [r] (for 
arbitrary r) and their compositions under ( ; ) are predicate transformers, and so all are 
valid replacements for upper-case variables. 
Axioms 
(1) r; 1 = r 
(2) 1 ;r = r 
(3) PcQ o P;scQ;s 
(4) 3;r = (r);3 
(5) Crl;(r> E 1 
(6) 1 G (r); Crl 
(7) ” = (3) 
(8) P = C31 
(9) {.};3 = 1 
(10) (0); u = 1 
(11) (P); u _c u ;P 
These axioms are at least as illuminating as the set-theoretic interpretations that 
may be used to justify them. As is well known, Axioms 1 and 2 uniquely define the 
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identity. Axioms 3,7 and 8 can be seen by their form to define CZ, u and P. Axiom 4 
defines (-), since if R were another predicate transformer satisfying the axiom then 
R;3 
= (Assumption) 
3;r 
= (Axiom 4) 
and R = (r) follows from Axiom 3 and E being a partial order. Axioms 5 and 6 
characterise the quite well-known Galois connection between image and coimage, 
which defines either one in terms of the other [l, 3,4,6]. Axioms 9 and 10 provide two 
cancellation laws for { l }; in a richer calculus that distinguishes total functions Axiom 9 
would uniquely define { .} and allows Axiom 10 to be derived. Axiom 11 states that 
P is monotonic, making explicit the upper-case variable convention. 
2.1. Properties of (-) 
The following lemmas demonstrate that the image operator defines an embedding 
of the relations in the predicate transformers, and that it is exactly the disjunctive 
predicate transformers to which it maps relations. This fact is well known, but we are 
not aware of its having been proved before in the way presented below. 
Disjunctiveness may be characterised by an equation: it is a strengthened form 01 
Axiom 11. 
Definition 1. P is disjunctive if and only if (P) ; u = u ; P. 
We first prove that (-) defines an isomorphism between the relations and the 
subset of the predicate transformers contained in its range. 
Lemma 1. Image respects identity, composition and order. 
Proof. (i) r C r’ 0 (r) E (r’): 
r S r’ 
o (Axiom 9: 3 is left cancelled by (a}.) 
3;r G 3;r’ 
o (Axiom (4)) 
(r);3 E (r’);3 
o (Axiom (3)) 
<r) c <r’) 
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(ii) (1) = 1: 
3=3 
o (Axioms (1) and (2)) 
3;1= 1;3 
o (Axiom (4)) 
(1);3 = 1;3 
o (Axiom (3) and c being a partial order) 
(1) = 1 
(iii) (r;r’) = (r);(r’): 
(r;r’);3 
= (Axiom (4)) 
3;r;r’ 
= (Axiom (4)) 
(r);3;r’ 
= (Axiom (4)) 
(r);<r’);3 
and the result follows from Axiom (3) and E being a partial order. 0 
Secondly we show that (-) has the required range. 
Lemma 2. The disjunctive predicate transformers are exactly those of the form (r). 
Proof. ( =a) Assume P is disjunctive, then 
P 
= (Axiom 2 and Lemma 1) 
(l);P 
= (Axiom 9) 
({*);3);P 
= (Axiom 7 and Lemma 1) 
<{.I,); u ;P 
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= (Assumption) 
(l.;):(p); U 
= (Axiom 7 and Lemma 1) 
<i.i ;P;3) 
which is of’the required form. 
( -+) Assume P = (I), then 
(P); U 
= (Assumption) 
C(r)>; u 
= (Axiom 7 and Lemma 1) 
((r);3) 
= (Axiom 4) 
<3;r) 
= (Axiom 7 and Lemma 1) 
u ;(r) 
= (Assumption) 
u;P 0 
It is this embedding of relations into predicate transformers, given by (-), that we 
consider analogous to the embedding of the integers in the rationals. 
2.2. Properties qf C-1 
The operator C-1 also defines an isomorphism, but onto a subset different to that 
given by (-), and with both the order and composition reversed. The Galois 
connection allows these properties of [-] to be derived from those of (-). First we 
derive some simple, but useful, consequences of the Galois connection. 
Lemma3. Sc(r);T 0 [r];SE T: 
Proof. 
SF(r);T 
3 (Monotonicity of ;) 
Crl; S E Crl; <r) ; T 
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=z- (Axiom 5) 
Crl;s E T 
3 (Monotonicity of ;) 
(r);Crl;SE (r);T 
=z= (Axiom 6) 
SL(r);T 0 
Lemma 4. S E T;[r] * S;(r) E T. 
Proof. Almost identical to that of Lemma 3. 0 
We now demonstrate the isomorphism defined by [-I. 
Lemma 5. Coimage respects identity, and reverses both composition and order. 
Proof. (i) r E r’ 0 [r’] 5 [r]: 
r G r’ 
- (Lemma 1) 
(I) E (r’> 
0 (Lemma 3) 
Cr’l;(r> E 1 
0 (Lemma 4) 
Cr’l c Crl 
(ii) [l] = 1: 
Cl1 
= (Lemma 1) 
PI; (1) 
E (Axiom 5) 
1 
F (Axiom 6) 
(l>;Cll 
= (Lemma 1) 
Cl1 
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(iii) [r;r’] = [r’];[r]: 
Cr ; r’l 
5 (Axiom 6) 
Cr ; r’l ; (r) ; Crl 
r (Axiom 6) 
Cr; r’l i(r); <r’); Cr’l; <r) 
= (Lemma 1) 
Cr;r’l;(r;r’>;Cr’l;Crl 
5 (Axiom 5) 
Cr’l ; Crl 
c (Axiom 6) 
Cr’l;lrl;(r;r’>;Cr;r’l 
= (Lemma 1) 
Cr’l ; Crl ; <r) ; (r’) ; Cr ; r’l 
c (Axiom 5) 
Cr’l;(r’>;Cr;r’l 
5 (Axiom 5) 
[r;r’] 0 
The embedding given by C-1 is analogous to the mapping that takes integers to 
their inverses in the space of rationals, because for each relation r, the predicate 
transformer [r] is an inverse of (r), in the weakened sense characterised by Axioms 
5 and 6. 
The two subsets of the predicate transformers defined by (-) and [-I do not 
together make up the entire space, but they do generate the entire space under 
sequential composition. In fact, the analogy with number systems is maintained in this 
respect because, just as every rational can be expressed as the multiplication of an 
integer with the inverse of an integer, so can every predicate transformer be expressed 
via the embedding as the composition of a relation with the inverse of a relation. 
Before we can prove this, we require a preliminary lemma. 
Lemma 6. 1 G P’;s 
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Proof. Starting from Axiom 6 
1 c (3>;C31 
o (Axioms 7 and 8) 
lc u;IFD 
o (Axiom 3) 
3s u;P;3 
=E- (Monotonicity of ;) 
{o};3S {o}; u ;P;3 
o (Axioms 9 and 10) 
lsP;3 0 
Lemma 7. S = P;(S); u 
Proof: ( r~) 
s;3 
E (Lemma 6) 
P;3;S;3 
= (Axiom 4) 
[la;(S;3);3 
= (Lemma 1 and Axiom 7) 
P;(S); u ;3 
and S E [FD ; (S) ; u follows from Axiom 3. 
(2) 
P;(S); u 
c (Axiom 11) 
P; u ;s 
= (Axioms 7 and 8) 
c31;<3>;s 
g (Axiom 5) 
s 0 
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It becomes clear that the equation given by the above lemma expresses an arbitrary 
predicate transformer as the composition of an embedded relation with the inverse of 
an embedded relation when P and u are expanded to give 
s = [3];(S;3) 
2.3. The floor operator 
The floor operator has a defining property: it maps each predicate transformers 
(P say) onto the greatest disjunctive predicate transformer less than P. It is not 
immediately clear that the defining property is satisfiable, so we will provide an 
explicit construction in terms of the basic language of relations and predicate trans- 
formers, set up earlier. An alternative and extremely interesting construction is given 
by Morgan [14]; Morgan in fact constructs the dual, which maps up to the nearest 
conjunctive predicate transformer, but the two operators are so closely related that 
the distinction is irrelevant. We will retain the notation used for floor when first 
discovered. 
Definition 2. q P is defined to be ( { l } ; P ; 3). 
To understand how this construction works, notice that disjunctive predicate 
transformers are completely determined by their effects on singletons, because every 
set can be expressed as a union of singletons. The floor operator rebuilds an arbitrary 
predicate transformer from its application to singletons. In Section 5, this intuition is 
used in giving meaning to Hoare formulae. 
We must show that q _ satisfies the defining property. Disjunctivity of q _ follows 
trivially from its form. 
Lemma 8. q P is disjunctive. 
Proof. Since q P has the form (r) for some r, the result follows directly from 
Lemma 2. 0 
A few subsidiary lemmas are required before we can show that q P is the greatest 
disjunctive predicate transformer below P. We show that q _ maps down. 
Lemma 9. q P E P. 
Proof. 
UP 
= (Definition 2) 
({.);P;g) 
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= (Axiom 7 and Lemma 1) 
({@i>;(p); u 
E (Axiom 11) 
({.I); u ;p 
= (Axiom 7 and Lemma 1) 
({.);3);P 
= (Axiom 9) 
<l);P 
= (Lemma 1) 
P 0 
Disjunctive predicate transformers are fixed points of q _ . 
Lemma 10. o(r) = (r). 
Proof. As for Lemma 9, except that the step from line three to line four is an equality, 
justified by Lemma 2. 0 
The operator q _ is monotonic. 
Lemma 11. 0 _ is monotonic. 
Proof. 
PcQ 
o (Axiom 3) 
P;s E Q;3 
* (Monotonicity of ;) 
{.};P;~s {o};Q;3 
0 (Lemma 1) 
({.};P;3) 5 ({.};Q;3) 
o (Definition 2) 
q PEOQ Cl 
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Lastly we show that the disjunctive predicate transformers that are less than P have 
q _ as their least upper bound. 
Lemma 12. (I) E P 0 (r) E OP. 
Proof. 
(r) E p 
=k- (Lemma 11) 
o(r) c q P 
0 (Lemma 10) 
(r) E q P 
3 (Lemma 9) 
(r) L P 0 
Note that Lemmas 8 and 12 together express the defining property. There is also 
a more general form of Lemma 9 that is useful later. 
Lemma 13. q (P;Q)5(oP);Q. 
Proof. 
4P;Q) 
= (Definition 2) 
({.l;f’;Q;3) 
= (Axiom 7 and Lemma 1) 
<J.l;P);(Q); u 
c (Axiom 11) 
(i.);P); u ;Q 
= (Axiom 7 nand Lemma 1) 
<{.I;P;3);Q 
= (Definition 2) 
(oP);Q 0 
There will be places in the following proofs where we are not content with the 
disjunctive predicate transformer given by UP, but instead need the corresponding 
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relation. In those cases, rather than write 
“Let Y = {0};F;3,” 
which is ugly, we write 
“Let r be such that (r) = OP.” 
Well-definedness of r follows from Lemma 1. 
3. Weakest prespecification 
In this section we demonstrate that the floor operator allows weakest prespecifica- 
tion to be decomposed. Weakest prespecification is characterised by an equivalence, 
and is usually defined as being the operator that satisfies the equivalence [lo]. 
Definition3. acb\c o a;bsc. 
Lemma 14. Let s be such that (s) = 0((c); [b]); then s = b\c. 
Proof. We show that s has the property given by Definition 3: 
a;b G c 
0 (Lemma 1) 
(a>;(b) L Cc> 
0 (Lemma 4) 
(a> E Cc>; Cbl 
0 (Lemma 12) 
<a> E @Cc); Cbl) 
c> (Definition of s) 
(a> c <s) 
0 (Lemma 1) 
ass 
Hence s = b\c. 0 
4. Semantic spaces 
In the remaining sections, we show how a refinement calculus may be developed, 
starting from Hoare logic, and using predicate transformers as a semantic space for 
programs. Our use of predicate transformers to model programs is taken directly from 
Dijkstra’s work [2], and corresponds to his weakest-liberal-precondition semantics. 
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Our notation differs in that we make no explicit use of a semantic function, thus 
taking the view that programs are predicate transformers. We therefore write 
P r#~ where Dijkstra would write wlp(P, $I).~ Most of what follows is equally valid with 
wp chosen in place of wlp: it is only where recursion is introduced that the distinction 
is important. We will continue to view predicate transformers as total, monotonic, 
set-to-set functions. 
5. Specification 
We choose Hoare logic as the verification method from which to develop a refine- 
ment calculus. Since programs are being modelled by predicate transformers, we must 
define what it means for a predicate transformer to satisfy a specification. This is not 
as straightforward as it may at first seem, and we will take some time over explaining 
our definition, especially since it forms the touch-stone for correctness in the rest of the 
development. 
At first sight one might expect preconditions and postconditions to be - in practice 
- predicates over programming variables, and therefore to be - in theory ~ sets of 
program states. This view would allow Hoare triples to be interpreted very simply. 
{pre}S{ post} might be defined by pre c S post 
Informally the definition reads “The assertion { pre} S { post} holds if pre is as strong as 
the weakest condition required for S to establish post”. The problem with this simple 
definition is that it ignores the use of logical variables, which are essential to any 
practical use of Hoare logic. For example, the natural way to state that a program 
S increments a variable x would be to write {x = X} S{ x = X + l}, using the logical 
variable X, and in fact that property cannot be expressed as a Hoare formula without 
use of a logical variable. 
The intended meaning of a Hoare formula containing logical variables is as though 
the variables occur unbound (i.e., the formula must hold whatever values one substi- 
tutes for the logical variables). Thus, a single formula with logical variables is 
equivalent to the conjunction of an infinite family of formulae not containing logical 
variables (those formulae obtained by substitution of values for the logical variables). 
Returning to the example, a program S increments a variable x if and only if each of 
the following Hoare formulae hold. 
{x = O}S{X = l} 
{x= l~S(X=2} 
{x=2}S{X=3} 
31t is often very helpful to read wlp(P, 4) (or P 4 in this paper) as saying “The program P will establish the 
condition c#I.” 
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It is this view that provides the basis for giving meaning to Hoare formulae in terms of 
predicate transformers. 
A first, necessary step is to express this use of substitution in the formal domain. The 
precondition and postcondition, because they contain variables of two distinct types 
(logical and programming), are more naturally considered to be relations, than to be 
sets. (We choose to have logical values at the domains and programming values at the 
ranges.) For a given logical value I, the set of programming values to which it is related 
(or equivalently the predicate on the programming variables) is obtained by taking the 
image of the singleton containing 1, written ({ l } ; (r)) 1. This leads to a revised 
definition, with pre and post being relations. 
{pre}S{post} might be defined by t/l-({o};(pre))lc ({o};(post);S)l 
The use of function application prevents us from using the calculus developed above 
to manipulate the definition, but the right hand side can be reformulated. 
{o};(pre);3 G {o};(post);S;3 
With the definition in this form, the floor operator can be exploited to perform a last 
trasformation, 
{o};(pre);3C {o};(post);S;3 
0 (Lemma 1) 
({~);(pre);3) E <{~);(post);S;3) 
o (Definition 2) 
q (pre) E q (<post);S) 
0 (Lemma 10) 
(pre> E q ((post);S) 
0 (Lemma 12) 
<pre> E (post);S 
thus leading to the final form of our definition. This use of the floor operator is rather 
incidental; more significant use is made in Theorems 4 and 6. 
Definition 4. {pre}S{post} is defined to be (pre) F (post);S. 
6. Internalising specifications 
The key step in creating a refinement calculus is to give meaning to specifications as 
abstract programs, rather than properties of programs. A Hoare formula has three 
parts - a program and two predicates; we form specifications by taking all but the 
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program, using the notation pre -+ post. To be considered a program, pre ‘-9 post must 
be given meaning as a predicate transformer. 
Definition 5. pre -* post is defined to be [post] ; ( pre ) 
If these internalised specifications are to be used in place of Hoare formulae, it must 
be demonstrated that they characterise the same property: refinement between a pro- 
gram and an internalised specification must agree with satisfaction of the correspond- 
ing Hoare formula. 
Theorem 1. pre -+ post E S if’ and only if { pre }S{post). 
Proof. 
{pre}S{post) 
o (Definition 4) 
(pre> c <post);S 
0 (Lemma 3) 
[post1 ; (p-e> c S 
o (Definition 5) 
pre vu, post c S 0 
The above theorem shows that Definition 5 provides a consistent mapping of 
specifications into the predicate transformers, but does not resolve the question of 
which predicate transformers may be expressed as specifications. The following 
theorem shows that in fact every predicate transformer may be expressed as a speci- 
fication. That is, the refinement calculus is expressively complete for the predicate 
transoformers. 
Theorem 2. S = (S;3)-+3. 
Proof. 
S 
= (Lemma 7) 
P;(S); u 
= (Lemma 1 and Axioms 8 and 7) 
c31;<s;3,> 
= (Definition 5) 
(S;3)-+3 0 
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7. Refinement laws 
Once the distinction between specification and program has been banished, formal 
program derivation can be conducted algebraically by a process of rewriting. We now 
present he inequational aws that permit such reasoning (we restrict the presentation 
to the laws necessary to account for sequential composition, conditional execution 
and recursion). The laws will be instantly recognisable to anyone familiar with Hoare 
logic, since they are direct translations of the Hoare logic inference rules. The 
difference between these inequations and the inference rules from which they derive is 
that the inequations construct programs as they are applied, whereas the inference 
rules of the Hoare logic rely on the prior existence of the target program. (This may be 
largely a theoretical gain rather than a practical one, but it is in fact the main 
difference between using refinement calculi and Hoare logic.) 
The following inequations relate only to changing the form of a specification. 
Law 1 (Weaken precondition). Zf pre G Pre’ then 
pre -4 post g pre’-+ post 
Law 2 (Strengthen postcondition). If post 3 post’ then 
pre -4 post g pre -yv* post’ 
Law 3 (Adaptation). 
(ad;pre)-+(ad;post) r pre-post 
The adaptation law, in having a relation composed on the left of the precondition 
and postcondition, affects the use of logical variables within a specification: it allows 
specifications to be re-expressed in terms of different logical values, For example, the 
law allows a specification that refers several times to a sequence, but only to take its 
length, to be re-expressed so that references are to arbitrary non-negative integers; in 
that case the relation ad is the sequence-length function. 
To have trust in the outcome of applying these inequations, we must prove that 
they do indeed characterise valid refinements. 
Theorem 3. Law l-3 are sound. 
Proof (Weaken precondition): 
pre C pre’ 
0 (Lemma 1) 
be> c (w’> 
* (Monotonicity of ;) 
[post1 ; (pre> c [PostI; (pre’) 
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o (Definition 5) 
pre -9 post r pre’ -4 post 
(Strengthen postcondition): 
post’ E post 
0 (Lemma 5) 
[post1 c [Post’1 
* (Monotonicity of ;) 
[Post1 ; b-e> c [Post’1 ; be> 
e (Definition 5) 
pre 4 post E pre -w, post’ 
(Adaptation): 
(ad;pre)-+(ad;post) 
= (Definition 5) 
[ad,post]; (ad;pre) 
= (Lemmas 1 and 5) 
CPostl;Cadl;(ad);(Pre) 
E (Axiom 5) 
[PostI; be> 
= (Definition 5) 
pre-+post 0 
The counterpart to soundness is completeness, which is a measure of the manipula- 
tive power of a set of laws. 
Definition 6. A set of laws is said to be complete for refinement if every refinement of 
a specification can be demonstrated by their use. 
Completeness cannot be proven on a law by law basis, but one can show that the 
laws presented so far are sufficient for manipulating specifications, and separately 
show that other laws are sufficient for enrichments of the programming language. 
Theorem 4. Laws l-3 are jointly complete for refinement of speci@ations. 
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Proof. We assume 
pre -+ post E pre’ -+ post’ 
and generate a sequence of law applications that demonstrate the refinement. The 
sequence includes a use of adaptation, for which an adaptation relation is required. 
Let c1 be such that (cc) = q ((post ) ; [post’]). Two properties of c1 are needed: 
(PI) pre z CI ; pre’ 
P2) c( ; post’ G post 
They can be proved as follows. 
For (Pl) (starting from the assumption): 
pre -uu) post & pre’ -vut post’ 
o (Definition 5) 
Cpostl;<pre) c Cpost’l;<pre’) 
0 (Lemma 3) 
(pre> E (post); bsfl; <pre’) 
0 (Lemma 12) 
k-e> E q ((post);Cpost’l;(pre’)) 
* (Lemma 13) 
k-e> E q ((post);Cpost’l);(pre’) 
o (Definition of a) 
Cpre> E (a);(pre’) 
0 (Lemma 1) 
pre c o! ; pre’ 
For (P2) (starting from the definition of a): 
(a> = q ((Post);CPost’l) 
3 (Lemma 12) 
<co c (Post);CPost’l 
e (Lemma 4) 
<a> ;(post’) E <post) 
0 (Lemma 1) 
C%; post’ G post 
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The necessary sequence of refinement laws can now be exhibited, using Pl and P2 to 
justify the conditions of Laws 1 and 2. 
pre x-+ post 
5 (Law 1 and (Pl)) 
(0s ;pre’) -4 post 
c (Law 2 and (P2)) 
(r;pre’)--+(a;post’) 
E (Law 3) 
pre’ =+ post’ 0 
8. Programming constructs 
In this section we enrich the language of specifications with the basic control 
constructs of imperative programming, providing introduction laws for each, so that 
soundness and completeness are maintained. 
8.1. Sequential Composition 
Dijkstra [Z] defines the sequential composition of programs to be the reverse 
composition of their associated predicate transformers. 
Definition 7. P ; Q is defined to be Q ; P 
One of the most pleasing laws of the refinement calculus is the one that introduces 
sequential composition. It seems surprising that this one simple law is sufficient. 
Law 4. pre--, post E (pre -4 mid) ; (mid -5 post). 
Theorem 5. Law 4 is sound. 
Proof. 
pre ---+ post 
= (Definition 5) 
l~osrl; < pre > 
E (Axiom 6) 
[post];(mid);[mid];(pre) 
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= (Definition 5) 
mid -+ post ; pre -+ mid 
= (Definition 7) 
pre -y, mid ; mid -+ post 
Theorem 6. To retain completeness after enriching the language with sequential com- 
position, the addition of Law 4 is sujicient. 
Proof. We assume 
pre-+post c S; T 
and generate a sequence of law applications that demonstrates the refinement. The 
first step is to construct specifications that are refined by S and T; structural induction 
then allows us to assume the existence of sequences of laws that derive S and T from 
these specifications. The specifications are respectively 
pre-w,ff and cx-+post 
where CI is such that (LX) = q ((post) ; T). 
We prove the refinements hold as follows. 
For S (starting from the assumption): 
pre-+Post L S; T 
o (Definition 7) 
pre -+ post c T; S 
o (Definition 5) 
bstl ; (pre > E T; S 
0 (Lemma 3) 
<pre> E <post); T;S 
- (Lemma 12) 
<pre> c q (<post); T;S) 
* (Lemma 13) 
<pre> E q (<post); T);S 
o (Definition of c() 
k-e> E <a>;S 
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0 (Lemma 3) 
[xl; b-e> c S 
o (Definition 5) 
pre-+ !2 c S - 
For T (starting from the definition of c(): 
Cm> = q ((~ost); T) 
j (Lemma 12) 
CM> & <post); T 
0 (Lemma 3) 
[post1 ;<a> c T 
o (Definition 5) 
N-+post E T 
The necessarv sequence of refinement-law applications can now be exhibited. 
pre -+ post 
g (Law 4) 
pre-+a;cr-+post 
& (Derivation given by inductive assumption) 
S,T 0 
8.2. Conditional execution 
The giving of meaning to a conditional-execution statement requires that we model 
predicates that are unlike those that appear in specifications, in that they refer only to 
programming variables. To keep within a relational domain, we model such predi- 
cates using subsets of the identity relation. That is, we model a predicate (Y(x) say) as 
the relation 
{(X> x)l~(x)I. 
We call such relations conditions. When modelled in this way, such predicates can be 
conjoined by applying sequential composition in the model, because 
This works even when one of the predicates is not a condition but is of the type of 
predicates that appear as precondition and postcondition in specifications, provided 
that the condition is placed on the right of the sequential composition. 
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We may also obtain the negation of a condition by taking the set difference with 
respect to the identity relation. 
Definition 8. 1 c is defined to be id - c. 
We define the conditional-execution statement in terms of guarding (written c + S) 
and the greatest lower bound with respect o E (written r-t), making use of the fact 
that the predicate transformers form a complete lattice. 
Definition 9. For condition c and program S, 
c + S is defined to be S; [cl. 
Definition 10. For condition c and programs S and T, 
SacDTis defined to be c+Snlc+ T 
The conditional is introduced by a single refinement law. 
Law 5. pre-+post L (pre;c)-+post CJ cD(pre;l c)-+post. 
Before demonstrating that Law 5 is sound and complete, we prove a preliminary 
lemma. 
Lemma 15. pre--+post c c + S =a (pre;c)-+post E S. 
Proof. 
pre-+post E c+ S 
o (Definition 5 and 10) 
[post1 ; be> E S; Ccl 
0 (Lemma 4) 
(posr);(prc>;<c> ES 
0 (Lemma 1) 
Cpostl;(pre;c) ES 
o (Definition 5) 
(pre;c)-+post E S 0 
Theorem 7. Law 5 is sound. 
Proof. First we show that the specification is refined separately by the two branches 
of the conditional, if appropriately guarded. 
(pre;c)-*post c (pre;c)-+post 
0 (Lemma 15) 
pre -4 post & c -+ (pre ; c )-+post 
For the right branch: 
(pre,1 c)-+post E (pre ;1c) M post 
0 (Lemma 15) 
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For the left branch: 
pre 4 post E i c + (pre ; i c) -+ post 
Then, using the properties of n, we have 
pre-+post~c+(pre;c)-*postnic-+(pre;ic)-+post 
o (Definition 10) 
prc x’+post tz(pre;c)-+postacD(pre;lc)-+post 0 
Theorem 8. To retain completeness after enriching the language with conditional 
execution, the addition of Law 5 is suficient. 
Proof. We assume 
pre -+ post c S 4 c D T, 
and generate a sequence of law applications that demonstrates the refinement. The 
first step is to construct specifications that are refined by S and T; structural induction 
then allows us to assume the existence of sequences of laws that derive S and T from 
these specifications. The specifications are, respectively, 
(pre;c)-+post and (pre;l c)-+post 
We prove the refinements hold as follows. 
For S (starting from the assumption): 
pre-*post L SQcD T 
o (Definition 10) 
pre---*post E c+ Snlc+ T 
3 (Property of greatest lower bound) 
pre-+post E c -+ S 
= (Lemma 15) 
(pre;c)-+post L S 
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For T (starting from the assumption): 
pre-+post c SacD T 
o (Definition 10) 
pre-+post E c-+ Snic+ T 
* (Property of greatest lower bound) 
pre-+post E 1 c+ T 
0 (Lemma 15) 
(pre;lc)-+post r T 
The necessary sequence of refinement-law applications can now be exhibited. 
pre -iv) post 
E (Law 5) 
(pre;c)-+postacD(pre;lc)-*post 
c (Inductive assumption) 
SCJCDT 0 
8.3. Recursion 
Since we are concerned with partial correctness, recursion is modelled by taking 
greatest fixed points with respect to E (written p9), where 9 is a program-to- 
program function expressible as a composition of program-language constructs. We 
borrow Tarski’s construction of the fixed point, using u (the least upper bound with 
respect o E). 
Definition 11. pP = u{S(S E F”(S)) 
The construction suggests the following simple rule for introducing recursion. 
Law 6. 
pre-+post E %(pre-+post) 
pre -4 post E p% 
Soundness of the law follows trivially from Tarski’s definition. 
Theorem 9. Law 6 is sound. 
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Proof. 
pre -4 post & %(pre -4 post) 
o (Defining property of set) 
pre--,postE{SIS E %(S)) 
Z. (Property of least upper bound) 
pre--*post & u {SIS E%(S)} 
o (Definition 11) 
pre -h* post & p% 0 
Theorem 10. To retain completeness after enriching the language with recursion, tht 
addition of Law 6 is sufficient. 
Proof. We assume 
pre-*post c p%;, 
and generate a sequence of law applications that demonstrates the refinement; % is 
assumed expressible in terms of programming constructs and therefore monotonic. 
We make use of the strongest specification of p%-, which is provided by Theorem 2. 
(/L%;3)-+3 
We show that the following refinements hold; 
(Rl) pre-+post E (P%;~)-+s 
(R2) (~%;3)-+3 c %((/~%;3)-+3) 
then the existence of a sequence of law applications that demonstrate these refine- 
ments follow by Theorem 4 for (Rl) and by the inductive hypothesis for (R2). 
For (Rl): 
pre 4 post 
c (Assumption) 
Ll% 
= (Theorem 2) 
(p%;3)-+3 
For (R2): 
(p%;3)-+3 
= (Theorem 2) 
p% 
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= (Definition 11) 
u {S I s E WS)) 
E (Applying the defining predicate to S) 
u {T(S) I s E F(S)) 
c (9 is monotonic) 
F(u {S I s E it)) 
= (Definition 11) 
~(M? 
= (Theorem 2) 
5((@;3)-+3) 
The necessary sequence of law applications can now be exhibited. 
pre -+ post 
E (Derivation of (Rl)) 
(/@;3)-+3 
E (Derivation of (R2) followed by Law 6) 
p?F 0 
9. Simulation 
This section is rather disconnected from the others. It has been included for no 
other reason than to give one further example of the simplifying effect of the 
predicate-transformer algebra, in this case without using the floor operator. 
The exhibiting of simulations is commonly used to prove refinement between data 
types. The definition given below has been shown to coincide with many others, 
including the auxiliary-variable method [12]. 
Definition 12. Program C is a simulation of program A with respect o abstraction 
relation abs if and only if 
A;(abs) g (abs);C 
It has been shown that weakest simulators may be calculated from specifications by 
applying a simple transformation directly to the precondition and postcondition 
cs, 151. 
p-e --+ post is transformed into (pre ; abs) -+ (post ; abs) 
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Again, this is a method that originates from Hoare logic [9]. We are, as before, 
interested in soundness and completeness of the method. 
Definition 13. A method for calculating simulations is sound if what it calculates is 
a simulation, and it is complete if every simulation is a refinement of the one that it 
calculates. 
The proof that the method given above is sound and complete is trivialised by the 
predicate transformer calculus. 
Theorem 11. (pre;abs)-+(post;abs) is the most general simulation of pre-*post with 
respect to the abstraction abs. 
Proof. 
pre-+post;(abs) c (abs);C 
0 (Lemma 3) 
Cabs] ;pre-+post; (abs) E C 
o (Definition 5) 
Cabs]; [post]; (pre); (abs) c C 
o (Lemmas 1 and 5) 
[post;abs];(post;abs) EC 
o (Definition 5) 
(pre;abs)-+(post;abs) c C 0 
Note that in this case we have proved soundness and completeness in a single hit. 
10. Conclusion 
The idea has been developed that predicate transformers relate to relations as do 
rationals to integers. A system of equations that exploit this relationship have been 
derived, and used to produce (what we suspect to be) the simplest possible proofs of 
soundness and completeness for the core of the refinement calculus rules. We have 
focussed particularly on an operator on predicate transformers, which behaves like 
floor, and provides a decomposition of weakest prespecification. It is interesting now 
to enquire whether there is any deeper relationship between the refinement calculus 
and the theory developed here. 
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Returning to the analogy, it is worth noting that whenever an explicit rational is to 
be written in mathematical texts, it is expressed as a fraction (in effect a pair of 
integers). Even in this respect the analogy is faithful, because Theorem 2 states that 
every predicate transformer may be written as a specification (in effect a pair of 
relations). Hence specifications are to predicate transformers what fractions are to 
rationals, with the precondition acting as a numerator and the postcondition acting as 
a denominator. In view of this interpretation of specifications, the laws of the 
refinement calculus may be seen to have a secondary purpose: although derived from 
the rules of Hoare logic, and having the development of correct programs as their 
intended use, they are also the rules for manipulating fractional relations. 
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